“Human Media Interaction” goes Tree Cutting!
A context-aware approach

A user-friendly approach
Look what I did!  

Who is next?
No amnesty for trees

A little sadism never hurts
Marijn tries another composition

Zsofi is not context-aware
Yes, supervising Ph.D. students is frustrating sometimes, but at the end there is always some kind of feeling of satisfying hopelessness.
It certainly is difficult to hide your smile when being photographed while doing something ridiculous.
Rambo Andrei

Rambo Mannes
Someone said lunch?
We still hate trees
That damned tree took my saw!
Being part-time has its advantages
Veni, vidi, vici
Time to relax!
Time to relax?
On our way to get lectured about trees
“Trees are very precious things. Never, never hurt them!”
“Why, why did we do what we did?”
“All these harmless trees. I really hate myself!”
“We made a decision. No more tree cutting for us!”
Scientists against the cutting of trees